Report for:

January 12, 2020 @ 11 Universal Time

Aspects
Sun (22°) & Mercury (23°) Conjunct in Capricorn
- Jan 10, 2020 @ 15ut (Jan 3@20ut to Jan 16@22ut) 13d.2h
Sun (22°) & Saturn (23°) Conjunct in Capricorn
- Jan 13, 2020 @ 15ut (Jan 6@23ut to Jan 20@8ut) 13d.9h
Sun (22°) & Pluto (23°) Conjunct in Capricorn
- Jan 13, 2020 @ 13ut (Jan 7@10ut to Jan 19@16ut) 12d.6h
Sun (22°) & Ceres (22°) Conjunct in Capricorn
- Jan 13, 2020 @ 18ut (Jan 4@0ut to Jan 23@11ut) 19d.11h
Sun in Capricorn (22°) Square (~90°) Juno in Libra (19°)
- Jan 9, 2020 @ 20ut (Jan 2@15ut to Jan 16@19ut) 14d.4h
Sun in Capricorn (22°) Square (~90°) Eris(R) in Aries (23°)
- Jan 13, 2020 @ 23ut (Jan 8@1ut to Jan 19@22ut) 11d.21h
Moon in Leo (14°) Square (~90°) Vesta in Taurus (13°)
- Jan 12, 2020 @ 10ut (Jan 12@2ut to Jan 12@17ut) 0d.15h
Mercury (23°) & Saturn (23°) Conjunct in Capricorn

- Jan 12, 2020 @ 10ut (Jan 9@18ut to Jan 15@1ut) 5d.7h
Mercury (23°) & Pluto (23°) Conjunct in Capricorn
- Jan 12, 2020 @ 10ut (Jan 9@22ut to Jan 14@22ut) 5d.0h
Mercury (23°) & Ceres (22°) Conjunct in Capricorn
- Jan 12, 2020 @ 5ut (Jan 8@22ut to Jan 15@9ut) 6d.11h
Mercury in Capricorn (23°) Square (~90°) Juno in Libra (19°)
- Jan 10, 2020 @ 4ut (Jan 7@9ut to Jan 12@22ut) 5d.13h
Mercury in Capricorn (23°) Square (~90°) Eris(R) in Aries (23°)
- Jan 12, 2020 @ 17ut (Jan 10@6ut to Jan 15@3ut) 4d.21h
Mars in Sagittarius (6°) Square (~90°) Dk Mn Lilith in Virgo (6°)
- Jan 12, 2020 @ 8ut (Jan 10@13ut to Jan 14@2ut) 3d.13h
Jupiter in Capricorn (9°) Trine (~120°) Uranus(R) in Taurus (3°)
- Dec 15, 2019 @ 20ut (Nov 13@21ut to Jan 18@13ut) 65d.16h
Jupiter in Capricorn (9°) Square (~90°) Chiron in Aries (2°)
- Dec 9, 2019 @ 4ut (Nov 4@17ut to Jan 15@7ut) 71d.14h
Jupiter in Capricorn (9°) Trine (~120°) Vesta in Taurus (13°)
- Feb 1, 2020 @ 21ut (Dec 21@19ut to Mar 25@12ut) 94d.17h
Jupiter in Capricorn (9°) Trine (~120°) Dk Mn Lilith in Virgo (6°)
- Jan 13, 2020 @ 12ut (Jan 12@0ut to Jan 14@23ut) 2d.23h
Saturn (23°) & Pluto (23°) Conjunct in Capricorn
- Jan 12, 2020 @ 14ut (Jan 15@10ut to Jan 7@23ut) 723d.13h
Saturn (23°) & Ceres (22°) Conjunct in Capricorn
- Jan 13, 2020 @ 9ut (Dec 16@2ut to Feb 10@23ut) 56d.21h
Saturn in Capricorn (23°) Square (~90°) Juno in Libra (19°)
- Jan 19, 2020 @ 21ut (Dec 4@18ut to Mar 1@7ut) 87d.13h
Saturn in Capricorn (23°) Square (~90°) Eris(R) in Aries (23°)
- Jan 16, 2020 @ 9ut (Nov 3@7ut to Dec 30@17ut) 423d.10h
Uranus(R) in Taurus (3°) Trine (~120°) Pallas in Sagittarius (28°)
- Jan 25, 2020 @ 7ut (Jan 5@8ut to Feb 16@21ut) 42d.13h
Uranus(R) in Taurus (3°) Trine (~120°) Dk Mn Lilith in Virgo (6°)
- Jan 11, 2020 @ 4ut (Jan 9@20ut to Jan 12@13ut) 2d.17h
Pluto (23°) & Ceres (22°) Conjunct in Capricorn
- Jan 13, 2020 @ 6ut (Dec 22@8ut to Feb 4@5ut) 43d.21h
Pluto in Capricorn (23°) Square (~90°) Juno in Libra (19°)
- Feb 2, 2020 @ 8ut (Dec 17@8ut to Mar 20@12ut) 94d.4h
Pluto in Capricorn (23°) Square (~90°) Eris(R) in Aries (23°)
- Jan 26, 2020 @ 4ut (Jan 1@1ut to Feb 15@17ut) 2967d.16h
Chiron in Aries (2°) Square (~90°) Pallas in Sagittarius (28°)
- Jan 24, 2020 @ 0ut (Jan 2@20ut to Feb 16@22ut) 45d.2h
Ceres in Capricorn (22°) Square (~90°) Juno in Libra (19°)
- Dec 29, 2019 @ 4ut (Aug 11@7ut to Jan 29@18ut) 171d.11h
Ceres in Capricorn (22°) Square (~90°) Eris(R) in Aries (23°)
- Jan 14, 2020 @ 7ut (Dec 25@7ut to Feb 3@14ut) 40d.7h
Pallas in Sagittarius (28°) Trine (~120°) Eris(R) in Aries (23°)
- Jan 1, 2020 @ 22ut (Dec 14@1ut to Jan 21@14ut) 38d.13h

Juno in Libra (19°) Opposition (~180°) Eris(R) in Aries (23°)
- Feb 6, 2020 @ 17ut (Dec 22@14ut to Mar 24@22ut) 93d.8h

Grouped Summary Aspects
Sun (22°) & Mercury (23°) & Saturn (23°) & Pluto (23°) & Ceres (22°) Conjunct in
Capricorn
- Juno in Libra (19°) Square (~90°) Conjunction
- Eris(R) in Aries (23°) Square (~90°) Conjunction
Juno in Libra (19°) Opposition (~180°) Eris(R) in Aries (23°)
- Sun in Capricorn (22°) Square (~90°) Juno Eris(R)
- Mercury in Capricorn (23°) Square (~90°) Juno Eris(R)
- Saturn in Capricorn (23°) Square (~90°) Juno Eris(R)
- Pluto in Capricorn (23°) Square (~90°) Juno Eris(R)
- Ceres in Capricorn (22°) Square (~90°) Juno Eris(R)
- Pallas in Sagittarius (28°) Trine (~120°) Eris(R)
Jupiter in Capricorn (9°) Trine (~120°) Uranus(R) in Taurus (3°)
- Dk Mn Lilith in Virgo (6°) Trine (~120°) Jupiter Uranus(R)
- Chiron in Aries (2°) Square (~90°) Jupiter
- Pallas in Sagittarius (28°) Trine (~120°) Uranus(R)
- Vesta in Taurus (13°) Trine (~120°) Jupiter
Moon in Leo (14°) Square (~90°) Vesta in Taurus (13°)
Mars in Sagittarius (6°) Square (~90°) Dk Mn Lilith in Virgo (6°)
Chiron in Aries (2°) Square (~90°) Pallas in Sagittarius (28°)

Planet Positions
Planet
Sun
Moon
Mercury
Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptune
Pluto

Degree
Sign
21°
Capricorn
13°
Leo
22°
Capricorn
28°
Aquarius
6°
Sagittarius
9°
Capricorn
22°
Capricorn
2°
Taurus
16°
Pisces
22°
Capricorn

Minute Decl. Degree
41'
-21°
37'
19°
49'
-23°
24'
-13°
7'
-21°
18'
-23°
45'
-21°
39'
11°
31'
-6°
46'
-22°

Decl. Minute
41'
39'
29'
34'
5'
2'
29'
56'
16'
10'

Chiron
Ceres
Pallas
Juno
Vesta
Eris
Dk Mn Lilith

1°
22°
27°
19°
12°
23°
6°

Aries
Capricorn
Sagittarius
Libra
Taurus
Aries
Virgo

51'
29'
35'
27'
44'
13'
27'

3°
-25°
4°
-5°
10°
-1°
0°

23'
46'
2'
28'
7'
54'
0'

Aspect Orbs
Planet
Sun
Moon
Mercury
Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptune
Pluto
Chiron
Ceres
Pallas
Juno
Vesta
Eris
Dk Mn Lilith

Conjunction
6°0'
4°0'
4°0'
4°0'
4°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
4°0'

Opposition
6°0'
4°0'
4°0'
4°0'
4°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
4°0'

Quincunx
1°30'
1°0'
1°0'
1°0'
1°0'
2°0'
2°0'
2°0'
2°0'
2°0'
2°0'
2°0'
2°0'
2°0'
2°0'
2°0'
1°0'

Trine
6°0'
4°0'
4°0'
4°0'
4°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
4°0'

Square
6°0'
4°0'
4°0'
4°0'
4°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
8°0'
4°0'

Grouped Basic Aspects
Sun (22°) & Mercury (23°) & Saturn (23°) & Pluto (23°) & Ceres (22°) Conjunct in
Capricorn
Time Sun Mercury Peak: Jan 10, 2020 @ 15ut (Jan 3@20ut to Jan 16@22ut) 13d.2h
Waning
Capricorn: Capricorn is a cardinal earth sign ruled by Saturn. It brings in the traits of
being responsible, disciplined and displayed self-control. There is a strong support of
tradition, family, quality craftsmanship and music. On the darker side, it can be a know-

it-all, unforgiving and condescending. It’s an energy that can make you see the worst in
things which can be seen as not liking things. It tends to bring in an ability to understand
how to make reasonable plans and learn from mistakes. It can make it hard to accept the
differences of others.
Sun: The Sun represents the center of power. It radiates energy, inspiration, enthusiasm
and wisdom. It is the focal point, the leader, the supreme authority, the figurehead
representing all people in positions of power particularly the president, prime minister,
the heads of state, cabinet ministers, judges, magistrates, aristocracy, key figureheads or
people of distinction including public heroes and national champions. When conflicted it
creates anger, pride and conceit. It can be thought of as an energy with conscious intent.
Mercury: Mercury represents the energy of the messenger which is highlighted through
intellect and communication. It is directly linked to the exchange of information through
the press, literature, internet, teachers, journalists and reporters. It is associated with all
the areas of life that facilitate communication like schools, colleges, universities, TV,
phones and cars, planes, trains with their associated infrastructure. It also deals with
propaganda, fake news, business deals, rumors, political lobbying and positions in
governments, or corporations, that deal with negotiations, writing law and debate. It can
be thought of as the energy regarding how someone gets educated or how someone might
educate someone else. It is eloquent, perceptive, intellectual and adaptable.
Saturn: Saturn is all about the energies of restriction and restraint that go towards
building character. It is linked with lessons, limitations, regulations, formalities, tradition,
order, rules and responsibilities. It has dominion over the elderly and deals with death. It
is associated with sickness, epidemics, funerals, the national death rate, life expectancy
and anything that causes mass public sadness or disappointment. It also represents the
formal side of government, civil service, police, poverty and the borders. On a physical
level, land issues and ownership, farmers, mining, coal and industries connected to metals
and minerals. On the positive side, the energy drives a sense of discipline, focus,
concentration and self-control. It is the focus that helps people achieve their objectives.
Pluto: Pluto represents the energies in the realm of the subconscious that deal with
metamorphosis, regeneration, transformation and detection. It is the ruler of the
underworld and all about secret information, hidden resources, hidden societies, violence,
dictatorship, secret police, lone terrorists and all other aspects of life that are carried out
in the dark hidden from public view like organized crime, espionage and rape. In literal
terms, think about the sewers, mines, caves, bunkers and atomic energy. It can generally
be thought of as a nasty energy, yet the results of its actions can be life altering. In the
end, it brings growth, healing, rebirth, detection and knowledge that no other
transformation can bring.
Ceres: Ceres represents the energy that is given to nurture. It is that joyful feminine
energy that is exchanged during the act of growing and watching those that you care for
become mature and whole. Yet, at the same time it represents that relentless energy of a
mother scorned. It is linked to food, cooking, shelter, culture, tradition and the

development of the spirit. It is also associated with the garden, seeds, fruits, vegetables
along with hotels, motels, airports, stations which are the waypoints when traveling.
There are deep connections to the abdomen both physically and emotionally. When
afflicted, there are elements of both water and fire. Inwardly, it can manifest as
depression, unbearable loss, withdrawal, grief, deprivation and hunger. Outwardly it
brings a fiery retribution to those that are unkind. It acts like instant karma. There is no
tolerance for those that mistreat others. This energy helps show what is deeply cared for
and worth fighting for.
Conjunct: The conjunction points out a situation of prominence as it adds a richer
emphasis on the heightened, strengthened and amplified planetary attributes within the
sign that can be seen as either favorable or unfavorable.
- Juno in Libra (19°) Square (~90°) Conjunction
Time Juno Ceres Peak: Dec 29, 2019 @ 4ut (Aug 11@7ut to Jan 29@18ut) 171d.11h
Waning
Libra: This is a cardinal air sign, ruled by Venus that tends to accentuate the intellectual
characteristics of being diplomatic, fair-minded, social and cooperative. This energy
loves being in harmony, balance, sharing and being unbounded. When in discord, it can
be indecisive or non-confrontational. It can carry a grudge, but it strongly dislikes
violence, injustice in any form. There is a fascination of symmetry, equality, balance that
rules the energy to its core.
Juno: Juno represents the types of characteristics that one is faithful, or loyal too. It is a
softer feminine energy that defines characteristics that help form long term bonds. It
shows what has been committed too or what brings satisfaction. It naturally brings things
together so that the experience can be worked through. It is the energy of relationships
and how they work together. It is more of a practical, submissive energy. If not well
aspected, issues regarding spousal abuse, powerlessness, rage, unfairness, inferiority
issues, betrayal, inequality and bitterness result. It is linked to real-life functioning
relationships rather than the glorification of them.
Square: The square is a high-discord obstacle situation where the matters ruled by the
planets are blocked creating a condition of struggle, frustration and violent actions
towards resolving the irreconcilable desires.
- Eris(R) in Aries (23°) Square (~90°) Conjunction
Time Eris Ceres Peak: Jan 14, 2020 @ 7ut (Dec 25@7ut to Feb 3@14ut) 40d.7h Peaking
Waxing
Aries: This is a cardinal fire sign that brings out a courageous, confident, enthusiastic and
optimistic type of characteristics. Aries likes to step into roles of leadership, be impulsive

and aggressive. When agitated, these energies are also impatient, moody, aggressive.
Aries doesn’t like delays. Ruled by Mars.
Eris: This energy comes to us in the spirit of trouble through chaos. It is a subtle energy
that feeds off the problems it can stir up in others. It could be thought of as the mean girl
that goes to great lengths to make sure everyone else is uncomfortable. The base ideas are
fighting, quarrelling, discord, strife and rejoicing in havoc. Look for this energy to
highlight trouble, toil, oblivion, hunger, pain, murder, carnage, brawls, disputes, ruin,
forgetfulness, deceit and lawlessness. It is linked to computer security, cultural status
issues and fire. Eris is going to try to stir up discord in whatever location it interacts with
in the chart. It shows us the areas in life where we can be distracted. It will suggest the
characteristics that should be resisted in order to refrain from bring joy to the mean girl
Eris.
Being retrograde, the influences from this asteroid are reduced or not see being critical
and immediate. It may be easier to not be drawn into the chao as the discord may be
easier to handle.
Square: The square is a high-discord obstacle situation where the matters ruled by the
planets are blocked creating a condition of struggle, frustration and violent actions
towards resolving the irreconcilable desires.

Summary
... Interpretation in article ...

Juno in Libra (19°) Opposition (~180°) Eris(R) in Aries (23°)
Time Juno Eris Peak: Feb 6, 2020 @ 17ut (Dec 22@14ut to Mar 24@22ut) 93d.8h
Waxing
Libra: This is a cardinal air sign, ruled by Venus that tends to accentuate the intellectual
characteristics of being diplomatic, fair-minded, social and cooperative. This energy
loves being in harmony, balance, sharing and being unbounded. When in discord, it can
be indecisive or non-confrontational. It can carry a grudge, but it strongly dislikes
violence, injustice in any form. There is a fascination of symmetry, equality, balance that
rules the energy to its core.
Juno: Juno represents the types of characteristics that one is faithful, or loyal too. It is a
softer feminine energy that defines characteristics that help form long term bonds. It
shows what has been committed too or what brings satisfaction. It naturally brings things
together so that the experience can be worked through. It is the energy of relationships
and how they work together. It is more of a practical, submissive energy. If not well
aspected, issues regarding spousal abuse, powerlessness, rage, unfairness, inferiority

issues, betrayal, inequality and bitterness result. It is linked to real-life functioning
relationships rather than the glorification of them.
Aries: This is a cardinal fire sign that brings out a courageous, confident, enthusiastic and
optimistic type of characteristics. Aries likes to step into roles of leadership, be impulsive
and aggressive. When agitated, these energies are also impatient, moody, aggressive.
Aries doesn’t like delays. Ruled by Mars.
Eris: This energy comes to us in the spirit of trouble through chaos. It is a subtle energy
that feeds off the problems it can stir up in others. It could be thought of as the mean girl
that goes to great lengths to make sure everyone else is uncomfortable. The base ideas are
fighting, quarrelling, discord, strife and rejoicing in havoc. Look for this energy to
highlight trouble, toil, oblivion, hunger, pain, murder, carnage, brawls, disputes, ruin,
forgetfulness, deceit and lawlessness. It is linked to computer security, cultural status
issues and fire. Eris is going to try to stir up discord in whatever location it interacts with
in the chart. It shows us the areas in life where we can be distracted. It will suggest the
characteristics that should be resisted in order to refrain from bring joy to the mean girl
Eris.
Being retrograde, the influences from this asteroid are reduced or not see being critical
and immediate. It may be easier to not be drawn into the chao as the discord may be
easier to handle.
Opposition: The opposition aspect signals a condition of high-discord or deadly conflict
between planetary properties and signs that requires a great deal of effort to overcome for
the problems that are highlighted are character building and will require creative actions
to solve.
- Sun in Capricorn (22°) Square (~90°) Juno Eris(R)
Time Sun Eris Peak: Jan 13, 2020 @ 23ut (Jan 8@1ut to Jan 19@22ut) 11d.21h Waxing
Capricorn: Capricorn is a cardinal earth sign ruled by Saturn. It brings in the traits of
being responsible, disciplined and displayed self-control. There is a strong support of
tradition, family, quality craftsmanship and music. On the darker side, it can be a knowit-all, unforgiving and condescending. It’s an energy that can make you see the worst in
things which can be seen as not liking things. It tends to bring in an ability to understand
how to make reasonable plans and learn from mistakes. It can make it hard to accept the
differences of others.
Sun: The Sun represents the center of power. It radiates energy, inspiration, enthusiasm
and wisdom. It is the focal point, the leader, the supreme authority, the figurehead
representing all people in positions of power particularly the president, prime minister,
the heads of state, cabinet ministers, judges, magistrates, aristocracy, key figureheads or
people of distinction including public heroes and national champions. When conflicted it
creates anger, pride and conceit. It can be thought of as an energy with conscious intent.

Square: The square is a high-discord obstacle situation where the matters ruled by the
planets are blocked creating a condition of struggle, frustration and violent actions
towards resolving the irreconcilable desires.
- Mercury in Capricorn (23°) Square (~90°) Juno Eris(R)
Time Mercury Eris Peak: Jan 12, 2020 @ 17ut (Jan 10@6ut to Jan 15@3ut) 4d.21h
Peaking Waxing
Capricorn: Capricorn is a cardinal earth sign ruled by Saturn. It brings in the traits of
being responsible, disciplined and displayed self-control. There is a strong support of
tradition, family, quality craftsmanship and music. On the darker side, it can be a knowit-all, unforgiving and condescending. It’s an energy that can make you see the worst in
things which can be seen as not liking things. It tends to bring in an ability to understand
how to make reasonable plans and learn from mistakes. It can make it hard to accept the
differences of others.
Mercury: Mercury represents the energy of the messenger which is highlighted through
intellect and communication. It is directly linked to the exchange of information through
the press, literature, internet, teachers, journalists and reporters. It is associated with all
the areas of life that facilitate communication like schools, colleges, universities, TV,
phones and cars, planes, trains with their associated infrastructure. It also deals with
propaganda, fake news, business deals, rumors, political lobbying and positions in
governments, or corporations, that deal with negotiations, writing law and debate. It can
be thought of as the energy regarding how someone gets educated or how someone might
educate someone else. It is eloquent, perceptive, intellectual and adaptable.
Square: The square is a high-discord obstacle situation where the matters ruled by the
planets are blocked creating a condition of struggle, frustration and violent actions
towards resolving the irreconcilable desires.
- Saturn in Capricorn (23°) Square (~90°) Juno Eris(R)
Time Saturn Eris Peak: Jan 16, 2020 @ 9ut (Nov 3@7ut to Dec 30@17ut) 423d.10h
Peaking Waxing
Capricorn: Capricorn is a cardinal earth sign ruled by Saturn. It brings in the traits of
being responsible, disciplined and displayed self-control. There is a strong support of
tradition, family, quality craftsmanship and music. On the darker side, it can be a knowit-all, unforgiving and condescending. It’s an energy that can make you see the worst in
things which can be seen as not liking things. It tends to bring in an ability to understand
how to make reasonable plans and learn from mistakes. It can make it hard to accept the
differences of others.
Saturn: Saturn is all about the energies of restriction and restraint that go towards
building character. It is linked with lessons, limitations, regulations, formalities, tradition,

order, rules and responsibilities. It has dominion over the elderly and deals with death. It
is associated with sickness, epidemics, funerals, the national death rate, life expectancy
and anything that causes mass public sadness or disappointment. It also represents the
formal side of government, civil service, police, poverty and the borders. On a physical
level, land issues and ownership, farmers, mining, coal and industries connected to metals
and minerals. On the positive side, the energy drives a sense of discipline, focus,
concentration and self-control. It is the focus that helps people achieve their objectives.
Square: The square is a high-discord obstacle situation where the matters ruled by the
planets are blocked creating a condition of struggle, frustration and violent actions
towards resolving the irreconcilable desires.
- Pluto in Capricorn (23°) Square (~90°) Juno Eris(R)
Time Pluto Eris Peak: Jan 26, 2020 @ 4ut (Jan 1@1ut to Feb 15@17ut) 2967d.16h
Peaking Waxing
Capricorn: Capricorn is a cardinal earth sign ruled by Saturn. It brings in the traits of
being responsible, disciplined and displayed self-control. There is a strong support of
tradition, family, quality craftsmanship and music. On the darker side, it can be a knowit-all, unforgiving and condescending. It’s an energy that can make you see the worst in
things which can be seen as not liking things. It tends to bring in an ability to understand
how to make reasonable plans and learn from mistakes. It can make it hard to accept the
differences of others.
Pluto: Pluto represents the energies in the realm of the subconscious that deal with
metamorphosis, regeneration, transformation and detection. It is the ruler of the
underworld and all about secret information, hidden resources, hidden societies, violence,
dictatorship, secret police, lone terrorists and all other aspects of life that are carried out
in the dark hidden from public view like organized crime, espionage and rape. In literal
terms, think about the sewers, mines, caves, bunkers and atomic energy. It can generally
be thought of as a nasty energy, yet the results of its actions can be life altering. In the
end, it brings growth, healing, rebirth, detection and knowledge that no other
transformation can bring.
Square: The square is a high-discord obstacle situation where the matters ruled by the
planets are blocked creating a condition of struggle, frustration and violent actions
towards resolving the irreconcilable desires.
- Ceres in Capricorn (22°) Square (~90°) Juno Eris(R)
Time Ceres Eris Peak: Jan 14, 2020 @ 7ut (Dec 25@7ut to Feb 3@14ut) 40d.7h Peaking
Waxing
Capricorn: Capricorn is a cardinal earth sign ruled by Saturn. It brings in the traits of
being responsible, disciplined and displayed self-control. There is a strong support of

tradition, family, quality craftsmanship and music. On the darker side, it can be a knowit-all, unforgiving and condescending. It’s an energy that can make you see the worst in
things which can be seen as not liking things. It tends to bring in an ability to understand
how to make reasonable plans and learn from mistakes. It can make it hard to accept the
differences of others.
Ceres: Ceres represents the energy that is given to nurture. It is that joyful feminine
energy that is exchanged during the act of growing and watching those that you care for
become mature and whole. Yet, at the same time it represents that relentless energy of a
mother scorned. It is linked to food, cooking, shelter, culture, tradition and the
development of the spirit. It is also associated with the garden, seeds, fruits, vegetables
along with hotels, motels, airports, stations which are the waypoints when traveling.
There are deep connections to the abdomen both physically and emotionally. When
afflicted, there are elements of both water and fire. Inwardly, it can manifest as
depression, unbearable loss, withdrawal, grief, deprivation and hunger. Outwardly it
brings a fiery retribution to those that are unkind. It acts like instant karma. There is no
tolerance for those that mistreat others. This energy helps show what is deeply cared for
and worth fighting for.
Square: The square is a high-discord obstacle situation where the matters ruled by the
planets are blocked creating a condition of struggle, frustration and violent actions
towards resolving the irreconcilable desires.
- Pallas in Sagittarius (28°) Trine (~120°) Eris(R)
Time Pallas Eris Peak: Jan 1, 2020 @ 22ut (Dec 14@1ut to Jan 21@14ut) 38d.13h
Waning
Sagittarius: This is a mutable fire sign ruled by Jupiter that is generous, freedom loving,
idealistic. It doesn’t like off-the-wall theories or being constrained. It tends to bring up
situations where things are promised that can’t be delivered or create situations where
things are said, no matter how undiplomatic they are. The ruling planet for this sign is
Jupiter which suggests there is the tendency to think and live large. Watch out for
promises that can’t be delivered.
Pallas: Pallas energy is the female warrior that is a blend of Mars and Jupiter. It is that
energy that accentuates hidden talents and skill. This energy is associated with wisdom,
courage, strategy, skill and creative independence as is Mars, yet it is tempered by being
politically crafty, diplomatic, tactful and intuitive. It strives for change without conflict,
yet when agitated, all the skills associated with battle are brought into play. It is cerebral.
This is the energy that holds itself to a high standard and expects everyone else to do the
same. There is a natural link to the law of causation for this energy knows what is just
and right without having to be told. It is linked to justice, legal battles and intuition. It is
an energy that commands one to claim their personal power, yet done in a feminine way.
The energy will highlight what is needed for battle or how one can stand your ground. If

the highlighted talents are brought into play, expect success, honor and fame in the
outcome of the conflict.
Trine: The trine is an aspect that shows where two planets harmonize in a cooperative
state to create a situation of good-fortune, ease of expression and greater rewards for the
effort applied.

Summary
... Interpretation in article ...

Jupiter in Capricorn (9°) Trine (~120°) Uranus(R) in Taurus (3°)
Time Jupiter Uranus Peak: Dec 15, 2019 @ 20ut (Nov 13@21ut to Jan 18@13ut)
65d.16h Waning
Capricorn: Capricorn is a cardinal earth sign ruled by Saturn. It brings in the traits of
being responsible, disciplined and displayed self-control. There is a strong support of
tradition, family, quality craftsmanship and music. On the darker side, it can be a knowit-all, unforgiving and condescending. It’s an energy that can make you see the worst in
things which can be seen as not liking things. It tends to bring in an ability to understand
how to make reasonable plans and learn from mistakes. It can make it hard to accept the
differences of others.
Jupiter: Jupiter represents energies that are all about wisdom, moderation, generosity,
prosperity and abundance. It is linked closely to the judicial and religious systems. It has
influence over high courts, legal proceedings, law, judges, religious leaders, clergy,
preachers, upper class, royalty and ceremonies. It is also tied in with the banking system,
banks, material wealth, teachers and also advisors to the head of state. There is implied
nobility, class and diplomacy. Think about the activities that lead to higher learning,
philosophy, ethics and understanding. It’s what’s behind the ambition or what drives the
career. Good fortune and luck go hand in hand with this planet.
Taurus: This is a fixed earth sign that accentuates the traits of being reliable, patient and
devoted. Being ruled by Venus, there is a strong attraction to high quality workmanship,
music and romance. This is a sensual, tactile and committed energy that is willing to stick
it out until the end. It can be overprotective, conservative, materialistic and love money.
This energy doesn’t like sudden change or complications.
Uranus: Uranus represents an energy where sudden or unexpected change is made by
exploring creativity, originality and individuality. It rules electricity and all the
technology that goes along with it. It’s linked to scientific discovers, inventions,
explosions and the inventors, scientists and business people that work in these fields. It is
associated with sudden change, anarchy, rebellion, unrest, upheaval, strikes, riots as its
influence is towards individualism. Right-wing political ideas and fascism are supported

here along with free-market enterprise, anarchy and nihilism. It is tied to unruly events,
wild changes in weather and outer space. The energy can bring out people’s highest
potential as they strive for independence and transform their environment through the use
of technology.
Being retrograde, the electrified and explosive nature that comes with these influences
are dampened giving more time to processing and internalizing what is unfolding. This
time could be seen as a time of festering on the negative influences in order to analyze
how they feel. The result is a more mature approach to handling the situation as the
planet turns direct again.
Trine: The trine is an aspect that shows where two planets harmonize in a cooperative
state to create a situation of good-fortune, ease of expression and greater rewards for the
effort applied.
- Dk Mn Lilith in Virgo (6°) Trine (~120°) Jupiter Uranus(R)
Time Dk Mn Lilith Uranus Peak: Jan 11, 2020 @ 4ut (Jan 9@20ut to Jan 12@13ut)
2d.17h Waning
Virgo: This is a mutable earth sign that is hardworking, practical, analytical and kind. It
brings a methodical approach to problem solving to ensure that nothing is left to chance
and that every detail is analyzed and scrutinized. The energy doesn’t like being
centerstage and when in discord creates situations of all work and not play or being
overly critical of others or a strong sense of worry. There is a strong sense of cleanliness,
nature and animals. There is a strong sense of organization and compartmentalization.
The ruling planet is Mercury.
[Dk Mn Lilith, all, D, general]
[Dk Mn Lilith, Virgo, D, general]
Trine: The trine is an aspect that shows where two planets harmonize in a cooperative
state to create a situation of good-fortune, ease of expression and greater rewards for the
effort applied.
- Chiron in Aries (2°) Square (~90°) Jupiter
Time Chiron Jupiter Peak: Dec 9, 2019 @ 4ut (Nov 4@17ut to Jan 15@7ut) 71d.14h
Waning
Aries: This is a cardinal fire sign that brings out a courageous, confident, enthusiastic and
optimistic type of characteristics. Aries likes to step into roles of leadership, be impulsive
and aggressive. When agitated, these energies are also impatient, moody, aggressive.
Aries doesn’t like delays. Ruled by Mars.

Chiron: Chiron symbolizes strength through suffering. It is the recognition that pain leads
to spiritual growth and perseverance is found from within. This energy flows out of
health and disease as the experience helps build insight and respect for the conditions that
bind the flesh to dampen the spirit. It is tied to social workers, doctors, nurses,
psychologists, teachers, therapists, physicians, counselors, gurus, philosophers and
herbalists. It touches on medicine, music, arts, massage, physical therapy and meditation.
It is wise, patient inner guidance from the point of view of a shaman, spiritual guide or
healer. It is learning through doing and dealing with the crisis that is unescapable. It
teaches forgiveness and empathy for all life. Nothing is perfect and everyone lives with
some form of pain. It helps show where the wounds lie, where the insecurities are and
what we might be struggling to overcome.
Square: The square is a high-discord obstacle situation where the matters ruled by the
planets are blocked creating a condition of struggle, frustration and violent actions
towards resolving the irreconcilable desires.
- Pallas in Sagittarius (28°) Trine (~120°) Uranus(R)
Time Pallas Uranus Peak: Jan 25, 2020 @ 7ut (Jan 5@8ut to Feb 16@21ut) 42d.13h
Waxing
Sagittarius: This is a mutable fire sign ruled by Jupiter that is generous, freedom loving,
idealistic. It doesn’t like off-the-wall theories or being constrained. It tends to bring up
situations where things are promised that can’t be delivered or create situations where
things are said, no matter how undiplomatic they are. The ruling planet for this sign is
Jupiter which suggests there is the tendency to think and live large. Watch out for
promises that can’t be delivered.
Pallas: Pallas energy is the female warrior that is a blend of Mars and Jupiter. It is that
energy that accentuates hidden talents and skill. This energy is associated with wisdom,
courage, strategy, skill and creative independence as is Mars, yet it is tempered by being
politically crafty, diplomatic, tactful and intuitive. It strives for change without conflict,
yet when agitated, all the skills associated with battle are brought into play. It is cerebral.
This is the energy that holds itself to a high standard and expects everyone else to do the
same. There is a natural link to the law of causation for this energy knows what is just
and right without having to be told. It is linked to justice, legal battles and intuition. It is
an energy that commands one to claim their personal power, yet done in a feminine way.
The energy will highlight what is needed for battle or how one can stand your ground. If
the highlighted talents are brought into play, expect success, honor and fame in the
outcome of the conflict.
Trine: The trine is an aspect that shows where two planets harmonize in a cooperative
state to create a situation of good-fortune, ease of expression and greater rewards for the
effort applied.
- Vesta in Taurus (13°) Trine (~120°) Jupiter

Time Vesta Jupiter Peak: Feb 1, 2020 @ 21ut (Dec 21@19ut to Mar 25@12ut) 94d.17h
Waxing
Taurus: This is a fixed earth sign that accentuates the traits of being reliable, patient and
devoted. Being ruled by Venus, there is a strong attraction to high quality workmanship,
music and romance. This is a sensual, tactile and committed energy that is willing to stick
it out until the end. It can be overprotective, conservative, materialistic and love money.
This energy doesn’t like sudden change or complications.
Vesta: Vesta is a feminine energy that shows how you devote yourself to a cause and how
you stay focused. It brings out the purest potential of the situation. It is thought of as
organized, perfect, security, devoted. There is a tactile and sensual aspect to this energy
due to the passion that is used to fully commit to the task at hand. At best, it represents
the energy of how the perfect wife would behave. The image of a perfect wife. To that, it
is thought of as security, sisterly, value oriented, yet also chaste. When not well aspected,
there is lack of focus, fear of intimacy, family issues, self-abusive tendencies, insecurity
and promiscuity. This energy is the living flame of passion that brings out the desire for
the required mission.
Trine: The trine is an aspect that shows where two planets harmonize in a cooperative
state to create a situation of good-fortune, ease of expression and greater rewards for the
effort applied.

Summary
... Interpretation in article ...

Moon in Leo (14°) Square (~90°) Vesta in Taurus (13°)
Time Moon Vesta Peak: Jan 12, 2020 @ 10ut (Jan 12@2ut to Jan 12@17ut) 0d.15h
Waning
Leo: This is a fixed fire sign ruled by the Sun. It is humorous, warm-hearted, creative and
generous. This energy brings up a sense of showmanship, a love of the theater, being
admired and desiring expensive things. If taken too far, it can be self-centered, arrogant,
inflexible or lazy. This is natural leader energy that can be extremely hard to resist that
has self-confidence and the tendency to get what is desired.
Moon: The Moon represents energy associated with the mood of the people. It is the
energy that is sensed regarding the feelings of the general population or that of common
people. It is the sway of public opinion and the short-term focus of attention. It can be
thought of as the energy of the population, the sense of community, the activity of
everyday affairs, the focus of the attention of the people, the feelings women experience
and the cycles of the tides. It is expressed through democracy, crowds and public nature.
It can be thought of as the eb and flow of life as experienced through the collective which

is humanity. There is a strong connection to the subconscious aspects of being and
feeling that is felt by everyone that tends to direct awareness to common points of focus.
It is where the public attention falls.
Taurus: This is a fixed earth sign that accentuates the traits of being reliable, patient and
devoted. Being ruled by Venus, there is a strong attraction to high quality workmanship,
music and romance. This is a sensual, tactile and committed energy that is willing to stick
it out until the end. It can be overprotective, conservative, materialistic and love money.
This energy doesn’t like sudden change or complications.
Vesta: Vesta is a feminine energy that shows how you devote yourself to a cause and how
you stay focused. It brings out the purest potential of the situation. It is thought of as
organized, perfect, security, devoted. There is a tactile and sensual aspect to this energy
due to the passion that is used to fully commit to the task at hand. At best, it represents
the energy of how the perfect wife would behave. The image of a perfect wife. To that, it
is thought of as security, sisterly, value oriented, yet also chaste. When not well aspected,
there is lack of focus, fear of intimacy, family issues, self-abusive tendencies, insecurity
and promiscuity. This energy is the living flame of passion that brings out the desire for
the required mission.
Square: The square is a high-discord obstacle situation where the matters ruled by the
planets are blocked creating a condition of struggle, frustration and violent actions
towards resolving the irreconcilable desires.

Summary
... Interpretation in article ...

Mars in Sagittarius (6°) Square (~90°) Dk Mn Lilith in Virgo (6°)
Time Mars Dk Mn Lilith Peak: Jan 12, 2020 @ 8ut (Jan 10@13ut to Jan 14@2ut) 3d.13h
Peaking Waning
Sagittarius: This is a mutable fire sign ruled by Jupiter that is generous, freedom loving,
idealistic. It doesn’t like off-the-wall theories or being constrained. It tends to bring up
situations where things are promised that can’t be delivered or create situations where
things are said, no matter how undiplomatic they are. The ruling planet for this sign is
Jupiter which suggests there is the tendency to think and live large. Watch out for
promises that can’t be delivered.
Mars: Mars is a strong masculine energy that deals with confrontation and opposition. It
represents the energies associated with assertiveness, courage, bravery and force. It is the
energy behind the physical drive to change situations. It is closely linked to the military,
armed forces and war. It covers violent crime, aggression, military action, violence in
general, police, soldiers, attacks, armed conflicts and fire. It is the essence of the fighting

spirit which is rooted in sporting competitions, engineering projects, industrial disputes,
strikes, protests and riots. It is the opposition of forces that become engaged. It brings out
the characteristics seen in leaders that need to succeed at all costs such as boldness,
frankness, endurance and initiative. It brings the fire to see the conflict through to its
inevitable conclusion.
Virgo: This is a mutable earth sign that is hardworking, practical, analytical and kind. It
brings a methodical approach to problem solving to ensure that nothing is left to chance
and that every detail is analyzed and scrutinized. The energy doesn’t like being
centerstage and when in discord creates situations of all work and not play or being
overly critical of others or a strong sense of worry. There is a strong sense of cleanliness,
nature and animals. There is a strong sense of organization and compartmentalization.
The ruling planet is Mercury.
[Dk Mn Lilith, all, D, general]
[Dk Mn Lilith, Virgo, D, general]
Square: The square is a high-discord obstacle situation where the matters ruled by the
planets are blocked creating a condition of struggle, frustration and violent actions
towards resolving the irreconcilable desires.

Summary
... Interpretation in article ...

Chiron in Aries (2°) Square (~90°) Pallas in Sagittarius (28°)
Time Chiron Pallas Peak: Jan 24, 2020 @ 0ut (Jan 2@20ut to Feb 16@22ut) 45d.2h
Waxing
Aries: This is a cardinal fire sign that brings out a courageous, confident, enthusiastic and
optimistic type of characteristics. Aries likes to step into roles of leadership, be impulsive
and aggressive. When agitated, these energies are also impatient, moody, aggressive.
Aries doesn’t like delays. Ruled by Mars.
Chiron: Chiron symbolizes strength through suffering. It is the recognition that pain leads
to spiritual growth and perseverance is found from within. This energy flows out of
health and disease as the experience helps build insight and respect for the conditions that
bind the flesh to dampen the spirit. It is tied to social workers, doctors, nurses,
psychologists, teachers, therapists, physicians, counselors, gurus, philosophers and
herbalists. It touches on medicine, music, arts, massage, physical therapy and meditation.
It is wise, patient inner guidance from the point of view of a shaman, spiritual guide or
healer. It is learning through doing and dealing with the crisis that is unescapable. It
teaches forgiveness and empathy for all life. Nothing is perfect and everyone lives with

some form of pain. It helps show where the wounds lie, where the insecurities are and
what we might be struggling to overcome.
Sagittarius: This is a mutable fire sign ruled by Jupiter that is generous, freedom loving,
idealistic. It doesn’t like off-the-wall theories or being constrained. It tends to bring up
situations where things are promised that can’t be delivered or create situations where
things are said, no matter how undiplomatic they are. The ruling planet for this sign is
Jupiter which suggests there is the tendency to think and live large. Watch out for
promises that can’t be delivered.
Pallas: Pallas energy is the female warrior that is a blend of Mars and Jupiter. It is that
energy that accentuates hidden talents and skill. This energy is associated with wisdom,
courage, strategy, skill and creative independence as is Mars, yet it is tempered by being
politically crafty, diplomatic, tactful and intuitive. It strives for change without conflict,
yet when agitated, all the skills associated with battle are brought into play. It is cerebral.
This is the energy that holds itself to a high standard and expects everyone else to do the
same. There is a natural link to the law of causation for this energy knows what is just
and right without having to be told. It is linked to justice, legal battles and intuition. It is
an energy that commands one to claim their personal power, yet done in a feminine way.
The energy will highlight what is needed for battle or how one can stand your ground. If
the highlighted talents are brought into play, expect success, honor and fame in the
outcome of the conflict.
Square: The square is a high-discord obstacle situation where the matters ruled by the
planets are blocked creating a condition of struggle, frustration and violent actions
towards resolving the irreconcilable desires.

Summary
... Interpretation in article ...

Grouped Location Aspects
Sun (22°) & Mercury (23°) & Saturn (23°) & Pluto (23°) & Ceres (22°) Conjunct in
Capricorn
Capricorn 22: This region roughly starts off the western coast of Australia and extends
northward to cover Surabaya Indonesia and the western tip of the Philippines including
Brunei. It extends northward to capture the west central South China Sea, Hong Kong,
Changsha, Shengzhou and Shijiazhuang China and then eastern Mongolia to include
Baruun-Urt and as it extends into Russia it covers Chita.
- Juno in Libra (19°) Square (~90°) Conjunction

Libra 19: This region starts over the western part of Democratic Republic of the Congo.
It extends northward to capture the eastern half or Republic of the Congo and the western
part of Central African Republic including Bangui, all of western Chad, central Libya,
across the Mediterranean Sea over southern Italy including Catania in the south
continuing to capture the coastal area of Albania, most all of Montenegro, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, most all of Croatia, the eastern half or Slovenia, western Hungary including
Budapest, eastern Austria including Vienna, western Slovakia, eastern Czechia, the
western half or Poland, central Sweden including Stockholm and north central Norway.
Southward, it extends through central Angola, most of Namibia and the southern tip of
South African including Cape Town.
- Eris(R) in Aries (23°) Square (~90°) Conjunction
Aries 23: This region starts just south of Hawaii and extends north covering most the
state and continues up into Alaska over Port Heiden and up through west central Alaska.

Summary
... Interpretation in article ...

Juno in Libra (19°) Opposition (~180°) Eris(R) in Aries (23°)
Libra 19: This region starts over the western part of Democratic Republic of the Congo.
It extends northward to capture the eastern half or Republic of the Congo and the western
part of Central African Republic including Bangui, all of western Chad, central Libya,
across the Mediterranean Sea over southern Italy including Catania in the south
continuing to capture the coastal area of Albania, most all of Montenegro, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, most all of Croatia, the eastern half or Slovenia, western Hungary including
Budapest, eastern Austria including Vienna, western Slovakia, eastern Czechia, the
western half or Poland, central Sweden including Stockholm and north central Norway.
Southward, it extends through central Angola, most of Namibia and the southern tip of
South African including Cape Town.
Aries 23: This region starts just south of Hawaii and extends north covering most the
state and continues up into Alaska over Port Heiden and up through west central Alaska.
- Sun in Capricorn (22°) Square (~90°) Juno Eris(R)
Capricorn 22: This region roughly starts off the western coast of Australia and extends
northward to cover Surabaya Indonesia and the western tip of the Philippines including
Brunei. It extends northward to capture the west central South China Sea, Hong Kong,
Changsha, Shengzhou and Shijiazhuang China and then eastern Mongolia to include
Baruun-Urt and as it extends into Russia it covers Chita.
- Mercury in Capricorn (23°) Square (~90°) Juno Eris(R)

Capricorn 23: This region roughly starts off the western coast of Australia and extends
northward to cover Surabaya Indonesia and the western tip of the Philippines including
Brunei. It extends northward to capture the west central South China Sea, Hong Kong,
Changsha, Shengzhou and Shijiazhuang China and then eastern Mongolia to include
Baruun-Urt and as it extends into Russia it covers Chita.
- Saturn in Capricorn (23°) Square (~90°) Juno Eris(R)
Capricorn 23: This region roughly starts off the western coast of Australia and extends
northward to cover Surabaya Indonesia and the western tip of the Philippines including
Brunei. It extends northward to capture the west central South China Sea, Hong Kong,
Changsha, Shengzhou and Shijiazhuang China and then eastern Mongolia to include
Baruun-Urt and as it extends into Russia it covers Chita.
- Pluto in Capricorn (23°) Square (~90°) Juno Eris(R)
Capricorn 23: This region roughly starts off the western coast of Australia and extends
northward to cover Surabaya Indonesia and the western tip of the Philippines including
Brunei. It extends northward to capture the west central South China Sea, Hong Kong,
Changsha, Shengzhou and Shijiazhuang China and then eastern Mongolia to include
Baruun-Urt and as it extends into Russia it covers Chita.
- Ceres in Capricorn (22°) Square (~90°) Juno Eris(R)
Capricorn 22: This region roughly starts off the western coast of Australia and extends
northward to cover Surabaya Indonesia and the western tip of the Philippines including
Brunei. It extends northward to capture the west central South China Sea, Hong Kong,
Changsha, Shengzhou and Shijiazhuang China and then eastern Mongolia to include
Baruun-Urt and as it extends into Russia it covers Chita.
- Pallas in Sagittarius (28°) Trine (~120°) Eris(R)
Sagittarius 28: This region starts in the Indian Ocean and extends north into the Bengal
Sea and captures the edge of India and the western half of Bangladesh and the eastern
half of Nepal containing Kathmandu extending up through China to the north western tip
containing Altay and up into Russia over Kemerovo.

Summary
... Interpretation in article ...

Jupiter in Capricorn (9°) Trine (~120°) Uranus(R) in Taurus (3°)
Capricorn 9: This region roughly starts down in the South Indian Ocean capturing part of
the western most Island in Indonesia including Medan. It extends north to capture the

western half of Thailand and the eastern half of Myanmar before continuing into central
China to capture Jiuquan in the north before entering Mongolia to capture Khovsgol Lake
in the north and into Russia to capture Tayshet and Nizhneudinsk.
Taurus 3: This region starts east of the Hawaii Islands in the mid Pacific Ocean. On the
southern side, it covers French Polynesia. On the northern side, it extends into Alaska to
cover Valdez, Fairbanks and Prudhoe Bay.
- Dk Mn Lilith in Virgo (6°) Trine (~120°) Jupiter Uranus(R)
Virgo 6: This region uneventfully starts in the North Atlantic Ocean between South
America and Africa and extends northward to capture the western half or Iceland.
Southward, it extends down into the South Atlantic Ocean.
- Chiron in Aries (2°) Square (~90°) Jupiter
Aries 2: This region starts in the central Pacific Ocean at the international date line. It
extends southward over Wallis and Futuna down to Chatham Island east of New Zealand.
Northward, it extends over the Midway Atoll and up over Adak in the Aleutian Islands
through the Bering Sea into Russia.
- Pallas in Sagittarius (28°) Trine (~120°) Uranus(R)
Sagittarius 28: This region starts in the Indian Ocean and extends north into the Bengal
Sea and captures the edge of India and the western half of Bangladesh and the eastern
half of Nepal containing Kathmandu extending up through China to the north western tip
containing Altay and up into Russia over Kemerovo.
- Vesta in Taurus (13°) Trine (~120°) Jupiter
Taurus 13: This region starts east of the Hawaii Islands in the mid Pacific Ocean and
extends southward to cover Atuona and Omoa. Northward, it extends into the Alaskan
pan handle over sitka and Skagway before entering the Yukon Territory over Whitehorse

Summary
... Interpretation in article ...

Moon in Leo (14°) Square (~90°) Vesta in Taurus (13°)
Leo 14: This region starts just north of Belem Brazil in the North Atlantic Ocean and
extends northward to the southern tip of Greenland. Southward, it extends through central
Brazil containing Brasilia and Sao Paulo in the south before extending down into the
south Atlantic Ocean.

Taurus 13: This region starts east of the Hawaii Islands in the mid Pacific Ocean and
extends southward to cover Atuona and Omoa. Northward, it extends into the Alaskan
pan handle over sitka and Skagway before entering the Yukon Territory over Whitehorse

Summary
... Interpretation in article ...

Mars in Sagittarius (6°) Square (~90°) Dk Mn Lilith in Virgo (6°)
Sagittarius 6: This region roughly starts in the east central Arabian Sea and extends north
over Karachi Pakistan and the eastern half of Afghanistan, eastern Uzbekistan, Dushanbe
in western Tajikistan, central Kazakhstan west of Astana up into Russia
Virgo 6: This region uneventfully starts in the North Atlantic Ocean between South
America and Africa and extends northward to capture the western half or Iceland.
Southward, it extends down into the South Atlantic Ocean.

Summary
... Interpretation in article ...

Chiron in Aries (2°) Square (~90°) Pallas in Sagittarius (28°)
Aries 2: This region starts in the central Pacific Ocean at the international date line. It
extends southward over Wallis and Futuna down to Chatham Island east of New Zealand.
Northward, it extends over the Midway Atoll and up over Adak in the Aleutian Islands
through the Bering Sea into Russia.
Sagittarius 28: This region starts in the Indian Ocean and extends north into the Bengal
Sea and captures the edge of India and the western half of Bangladesh and the eastern
half of Nepal containing Kathmandu extending up through China to the north western tip
containing Altay and up into Russia over Kemerovo.

Summary
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